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A Word on Using this Publication  
 
 The Add Students and Stir Debate Cookbook is intended to be a collection of basic materials that 
a new coach can use to get students debating quickly. 
 
 To try to make the materials more accessible (and easier to revise from time to time), I have 
included separate files on this disk for various items that are intended to be part of the collection, 
namely: 
 
 NSDS Rules (as they may be amended from time to time) 
 
 NSDS Scripts (as amended to date) 
 
 Debate Scripts Supplement (the Debate Duel Scripts are not CSDF approved) 
 
 Judging Materials 
 
 Moderator’s Materials (these scripts are great for Group Eight Workshops) 
 
 Timing Materials. 
 
 The suggestion in the Index that materials be printed on different colours of paper is intended to 
make it easier for debaters to find particular items - rules, scripts, judging materials, etc. - which could 
be quite a challenge if everything were printed on white paper! 
 
 I hope that you and your students find the Cookbook helpful. 
 
 Any comments, questions and suggestions would be most welcome.  Please send them to me at: 
 
     John D. Filliter, 
     56 Lorne Avenue, 
     Dartmouth, Nova Scotia 
     Canada B 2 Y   3 E 7. 
 
     Telephone: 466-8424 
     Facsimile: 463-4168 

N.S. Area Code: 902 
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MENU 
 

Recipes for the following popular styles are included: 
 
  Debating Duels (combined styles); 

Academic - 2 and 3 person teams; 
  Cross-Examination - 2 and 3 person teams; 
  Parliamentary - 2 and 3 person teams. 
 
Such appetizers as impromptu speaking, introductions games and improvisations, and Kingfisher 
Courts may be cooked up in advance and served before the main course. 
 
 
INGREDIENTS 
 
   One spicy topic open to argument (the “Resolution”) 
   Two opposing points of view, preferably on topic; 
   Well sifted thoughts, words and gestures; 
   Dozens of facts, with a touch of truth; 
   A dash of humour (well seasoned if not reasoned); 
   A pinch of irony; a slice of sarcasm; 
   A dollop of drama; and more than a touch of clash. 
 
 
DIRECTIONS 
 
   Don armour. 
   Assemble Ingredients. 
   Add students and stir ... 
   Beat hasty retreat into castle. 
   Hoist drawbridge and watch the fun! 

 
 

THE BATTLEFIELD 
 

Moderator 
 

   A        N 
   A        N 
   A        N 

Timekeeper 
Judge    Judge 

Judge 
 
A - Affirmative Debater             N - Negative Debater 
THEATRE OF WAR - “All the world’s a stage” and “The play (on words) ’s the thing”! 
 

DRAMATIS PERSONNAE 



  Two or more volatile Advocates on opposite sides.  (The more the merrier.) 
  One impartial Umpire and a devout Clockwatcher. 
  Judge(s) and Spectator(s) (optional). 
 

PROPS  (You may need them afterward!) 
  Podium or rostrum (optional). 
  Chairs for officials and audience. 
  Lectern and desks or chairs and tables for debaters. 
 

SOME BASIC RULES 
 Topic -   Anything goes, but should be decent, controversial and worded as an 
     affirmative statement of fact, value or policy. 
 
 Teams - Two temporary coalitions called “Affirmative” (“Pro”, “Government”, 
     etc.) and “Negative” (“Con”, “Opposition”, etc.), among other things ... 
 
 Dress - Definitely. 
 
 Tools -   Facts, charts, pictures, logic, humour, homilies, emotional appeals, dra- 
     matic delivery, etc.; words, words, words, but NO PAPER AIRPLANES! 
 
 Objective - Affirmative must prove the Resolution, Negative rebut it.  These roles 
         are reversed if the Negative introduces a CounterPlan, in which case,  

       the Burden of Proof shifts to it. 
 
 Speaking Times - vary depending on the experience of participants: championship 

         tournaments usually have a maximum speaking time of 8 minutes. 
 

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 
 
Academic Style -  All debaters give a constructive speech, alternating affirmative, 
   negative, affirmative, negative ...  In the Oxford format, only the 
   first affirmative speaker gives an Official Rebuttal, following the 
   last negative speech.  In the Cambridge style, all students give an 
   Official Rebuttal after constructive speeches (and an intermission, 
   if desired), reversing the constructive order (i.e., negative, affirm- 
   ative, negative, affirmative ... )  Heckling or Worlds Style Points  

of Information may be permitted. 
 
Cross-Examin- In addition to constructive speeches and rebuttals as in Cambridge 
  ation Style  -  Academic style, each debater is questioned by an opponent immedi- 

ately following his or her address, and likewise “cross-examines”  
an opponent after the latter’s constructive speech.  Sometimes the  
Oxford rebuttal format is used. 

 
Parliamentary The format is the same as in Oxford Academic style, though debaters 
     Style  -  also play Parliamentary roles.  Hence heckling and Points of Order 
   and Privilege are all in order.   


